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General comment:

The authors present a hybrid forecasting framework combining data driven approaches (using local, in-situ observations) and seasonal reforecasting information from large scale models to predict hydrological variables. The authors show that skillful predictions can be obtained with this hybrid framework. Although the idea of this framework is innovative and deserves publication a major revision is required (see comments below).

Major comment:

As suggested in the title and also throughout the manuscript a heavy focus for the assessment of this hybrid framework is based on the prediction of the variables river discharge and surface water levels, which seems to refer mostly to river water levels (it is actually not specified whether surface water levels refer to river water levels, sea level or even lake levels). However in the introduction and in section 2.2 the usage of sea water levels is mentioned. Furthermore, Fig A2 as well as Fig. 3 suggest indeed that sea water level observations are being considered. In the remainder of the manuscript the authors do not distinguish between sea level and river water levels but only mention surface water level measurements and it seems that in some of the analysis water level measurements from rivers as well as sea levels are mixed together (e.g. Fig. 4, Fig. A1, Fig. A3, Fig. A4). The mixed results are then used to derive general conclusions about the predictive skill of the hybrid framework. For example, in line 202 it is mentioned that Fig. A1 representing the CRPSS for surface water levels shows even better performance than the one for river discharge (Fig. 2). If sea and river water levels have been merged together it is however not possible to do such a comparison as the underlying processes that drive changes in sea level and river water levels are different. In addition to the mixing of those two variables, conclusions are made throughout the manuscript which are mostly only applicable to river water levels and river discharge. For example, lines 225-243 describe
the results for the station Hagenstein Boven and state that the increase in skill in the early spring months are due to the fact of snow melt dynamics. Obviously this conclusion is not valid for the results obtained from sea level stations. However, no further analysis is provided for the skill observed in sea level stations. The same is true for the section 3.2 on hydrological low flows which also is not applicable to sea level measurements. Instead, section 3.3 mentions surface water level predictions (and it is not clear whether this refers only to river levels or to sea levels or to both) and makes some general conclusions but does not provide any further detail. Even in the introduction the manuscript provides primarily references in relation to streamflow forecasting and fresh water management but does not make any reference to coastal water level predictions.

In my view, the authors have two options to improve this issue: 1.) either you focus your analysis only on fresh water, i.e. only on river discharge and river water level predictions and remove from the analysis all sea level predictions or 2.) the authors clearly separate the results and their analysis for sea level predictions from river discharge/water levels predictions expanding the manuscript with the relevant sections and presenting separate conclusions/discussions for sea level and river flow/level predictions.

Other comments:

- Introduction: Whereas the introduction mentions various examples for streamflow predictions no example is mentioned for sea level/coastal predictions that would support the integration of sea water levels into this analysis
- Materials and Methods: Please add a section that describes the number of observation stations, its locations, its observation record, the variables used (river discharge, river water level, sea level) that have been used in the manuscript for training the ML models and that have been used for the analysis. Figs 3 and 4, and Figs. A2 and A3 show different station locations and it is totally unclear which observations have been used in this manuscript.
- Figures 3 and A2 are not readable! Please increase the legends!
- Figure 4 shows a station along the coast but is showing the ACC for discharge hindcasts. How is that possible? Or is there actually a small river, which is not shown in the Figure, flowing into the sea for that station?
- Section 3.2: It is stated that “BSS confirms the earlier findings and shows the same trend of increased performance in the first lead weeks....” I disagree with this finding as Fig. 6 shows clearly that the BSS for Feb/May and Sept is low in contrast to the findings for the general performance.
- Section 2.2.: Please add a very brief explanation to the lagged times series approach as most of the readers will not be familiar with this approach.
- Lines 205-212: It is stated that only minor differences are observed for the different ML models. Please analyse better the reason for this. One would assume that advanced DL methods such as LSTM would perform better than multiple linear regression
- Figure A1: Does this figure show combined results of sea level and river levels? If yes, please separate these two variables.